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The InterStudy PPO Directory and Performance Report 1.0
The Complete Directory for People with Disabilities, 2002
A wealth of information, now in one comprehensive sourcebook. Completely updated for 2002, with thousands of new
entries and enhancements to existing entries, this Tenth Edition is the most comprehensive resource available for people
with disabilities, detailing Independent Living Centers, Rehabilitation Facilities, State & Federal Agencies, Associations,
Support Groups, Periodicals & Books, Assistive Devices, Employment & Education Programs, Camps and Travel Groups.
Each year, more libraries, schools, colleges, hospitals, rehabilitation centers and individuals add The Complete Directory for
People with Disabilities to their collections, making sure that this information is readily available to the families, individuals
and professionals who can benefit most from the amazing wealth of resources cataloged here.

The Complete Mental Health Directory
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"Includes state statistics & rankings and update on health care reform"--Cover.

Drug Information
TheStreet.com Ratings' Guide to Stock Mutual Funds
America's Top-rated Smaller Cities
The New York State Directory
The HMO/PPO Directory is a comprehensive source that provides detailed information about Health Maintenance
Organizations nationwide. Over 1300 HMOs, PPOs and affiliated companies are listed, arranged alphabetically by state. Five
easy-to-use, cross-referenced indexes will put this vast array of information at your fingertips immediately: HMO Index, PPO
Index, Other Providers Index, Personnel Index and Enrollment Index.

TheStreet.com Ratings Guide to Common Stocks, Fall 2008
Working Americans, 1880-1999: Immigrants
The HMO/PPO Directory is a comprehensive source that provides detailed information about Health Maintenance
Organizations and Preferred Provider Organizations nationwide. This 2002 Edition details more information about more
managed health care organizations that ever before. Over 1,700 HMOs, PPOs and affiliated companies are listed, arranged
alphabetically by state. Detailed listings include Key Contact Information, Prescription Drug Benefits, Enrollment,
Geographical Areas served, Affiliated Physicians & Hospitals, Federal Qualifications, Status, Year Founded, Managed Care
Partners, Employer References, Fees & Payment Information and more. Plus, five years of historical information is included
related to Revenues, Net Income, Medical Loss Ratios, Membership Enrollment and Number of Patient Complaints. Five easyto-use, cross-referenced indexes will put this vast array of information at your fingertips immediately: HMO Index, PPO
Index, Other Providers Index, Personnel Index and Enrollment Index. The HMO/PPO Directory provides the most
comprehensive information on the most companies available on the market place today.
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The HMO/PPO Directory, 2002
Each volume in the widely-successful Working Americans series focuses on a particular type of American and illustrates
what life was like for that group from the 1800s to the present time. The volumes are arranged into decade-long chapters,
each introducing to the reader three individuals or families. Individual profiles examine life at home, life at work, life in the
community, family finances and budget, cost of living and amusements. To further the reader's understanding of the time
period, profiles are supplemented with national current events, economic profiles, an historical snapshot, news profiles,
local news articles and illustrations derived from popular printed materials. Profiles cover a wide range of ethnic groups and
span the entire country, providing a thorough examination of all types of Americans in that particular group. From a wealth
of government surveys, social worker histories, economic data, family diaries and letters, newspaper and magazine
features, these unique volumes assemble a rema

Current Catalog
The Comparative Guide to American Suburbs is a one-stop source for Statistics on the 2,000+ suburban communities
surrounding the 50 largest metropolitan areas - their population characteristics, income levels, economy, school systems
and important data on how they compare to one another. Organized into 60 Metropolitan Area chapters, each chapter
contains: Overview of the Metropolitan Area, Detailed Map, Statistical Profile of each Suburban Community, Contact
Information, Physical Characteristics, Population Characteristics, Income & Economy, Unemployment Rate, Cost of Living,
Education, Chambers of Commerce and much more. Next, statistical data is sorted into Ranking Tables that rank the
suburbs by twenty different criteria, including Population, Per Capita Income, Unemployment Rate, Crime Rate, Cost of
living and more. These useful, easy-to-read tables allow for quick and easy comparisons between suburbs. The Comparative
Guide to American Suburbs is the best source for locating data on suburbs. Those looking to relocate, as well as those doing
preliminary market research, will find this an invaluable, timesaving resource.

The HMO/PPO Directory
National Dental Benefits Industry Census and Directory
The Comparative Guide to American Suburbs
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Working Americans, 1880-1999: Social movements
The American Tally
Sports Market Place
Working Americans, 1880-2005: From the Revolutionary War to the Civil War
Profiles of America is the only source that pulls together, in one place, statistical, historical and descriptive information
about almost every place in the United States in an easy-to-use format -- townships, gores, districts, boros, hamlets,
villages a

TheStreet. com Ratings Guide to Property and Casualty Insurers
The prmier reference book for everything and everybody related to the sports industry.

The Complete Learning Disabilities Directory, 2010
First multi-year cumulation covers six years: 1965-70.

Managed Health Care Directory
HMO / PPO Directory 2012
Provides comprehensive coverage of 27 specific mental health disorders, from adjustment disorders to tic disorders,
including a separate section devoted to pediatric and adolescent issues, as well as support systems and other resources.

Political Corruption in America
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Thomas Food & Beverage Market Place, 2006
America's Top-Rated Cities is a four-volume set, each book covering a specific region of the United States - Southern,
Wstern, Central, and Eastern. Each volume includes narrative city backgrounds, statistical information, rankings, and
comparative data in one easy-to-use source, on cities that have scored high marks on economy, education, health care,
crime, transportation, leisure activities, and arts & culture. the final list of top-rated cities is derived from our unique rating
system, which is based on a number of well-known "best of" lists and firth-hand experience.

National Library of Medicine Current Catalog
The second volume of the Thomas Food & Beverage Market Place contains Equipment & Supply Companies, Transportation,
Warehouses and Wholesalers.

America's Top Rated Cities, Volume 1: Southern
For the past three decades, ARBA has kept librarians up to date on the latest reference materials by providing high-quality,
critical reviews. The 2007 edition of ARBA continues this great tradition by providing users with access to 1,600-plus
reviews of both print and online resources, written by more than 400 academic, public, and school librarians who are
experts in their field. With coverage of nearly 500 subject disciplines, ranging from the social sciences and humanities to
science and technology, users are guaranteed to find information on the latest resources available in the areas they are
most trying to expand their collection. With ARBA in hand, collection development librarians can manage their library's high
standards of quality, and make the best use of their budget.

Medical and Health Information Directory
TheStreet.com Ratings Guide to Property and Casualty Insurers provides the most extensive coverage of insurers writing
policies, helping consumers and businesses avoid financial headaches. Updated quarterly, this easy-to-use publication
delivers the independent, unbiased TheStreet.com Safety Ratings and supporting analyses on more than 2,800 U.S.
insurance companies, offering auto & homeowners insurance, business insurance, worker's compensation insurance,
product liability insurance, medical malpractice and other professional liability insurance. Each edition includes a list of
TheStreet. com Recommended Companies by type of insurance, including a contact number, plus helpful information about
the coverage provided by the State Guarantee Associations.
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Designed for use as a self-study text, as a course text in more formal instruction programs, or as a refresher for the busy
professional, the book includes valuable background data on legal and regulatory issues, as well as pharmaceutical
technology.

Thestreet.com Ratings Guide to Life and Annuity Insurers
This is the most comprehensive directory of Programs, Services, Curriculum Materials, Professional Meetings & Resources,
Camps, Newsletters and Support Groups for teachers, students and families concerned with learning disabilities. This
edition is distinguished by its recognition by the National Center for Learning Disabilities, as well as a Glossary of Terms.
This information-packed directory includes information about Associations & Organizations, Schools, Colleges & Testing
Materials, Government Agencies, Legal Resources and much more. For quick, easy access to information, this directory
contains three indexes: Entry Name Index, Subject Index and Geographic Index. With every passing year, the field of
learning disabilities attracts more attention and the network of caring, committed and knowledgeable professionals grows
every day. This directory is an invaluable research tool for these parents, students and professionals.

The Directory of Venture Capital & Private Equity Firms 2008
A perfect companion to America's Top-Rated Cities, America's Top-Rated Smaller Cities provides current, comprehensive
business and living profiles of smaller cities (population 25,000-99,999) that have been cited as the best for business and
living in the United States. This one volume provides important statistical data on the business and living environments of
60 top smaller cities. Each city report includes a Historical Background, an Overview of the State Finances and Statistical
details on Employment & Earnings, Household Income, Unemployment Rate, Population Characteristics, Taxes, Cost of
Living, Education, Health Care, Public Safety, Recreation, Media, Air & Water Quality and much more. America's Top-Rated
Smaller Cities offers a reliable, one-stop source for statistical data which, before now, could only be found scattered in
hundreds of different sources.

Older Americans Information Directory
TheStreet.com Ratings' Guide to Life and Annuity Insurers
TheStreet.com Safety Ratings are the most reliable source for evaluating an insurer's financial solvency risk. Consequently,
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policy-holders have come to rely on TheStreet.com's flagship publication, TheStreet.com Ratings Guide to Life & Annuity
Insurers, to help them identify the safest companies to do business with. Each easy-to-use edition delivers TheStreet. com's
independent ratings and analyses on more than 1,100 insurers, updated every quarter. Plus, your patrons will find a
complete list of TheStreet.com Recommended Companies, including contact information, and the reasoning behind any
rating upgrades or downgrades. This guide is perfect for those who are considering the purchase of a life insurance policy,
placing money in an annuity, or advising clients about insurance and annuities. A life or health insurance policy or annuity is
only as secure as the insurance company issuing it. Therefore, make sure your patrons have what they need to periodically
monitor the financial condition of the companies with whom they have an investment. The TheStreet.com Ratings product
line is designed to help them in their evaluations.

Profiles of America: Central region: Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,
Wisconsin
TheStreet.com Ratings Guide to Life and Annuity Insurers
Profiles of America: Southern Region (2 pts.)
Each volume in the widely-successful Working Americans series focuses on a particular type of American and illustrates
what life was like for that group from the 1800s to the present time. The volumes are arranged into decade-long chapters,
each introducing to the reader three individuals or families. Individual profiles examine life at home, life at work, life in the
community, family finances and budget, cost of living and amusements. To further the reader's understanding of the time
period, profiles are supplemented with national current events, economic profiles, an historical snapshot, news profiles,
local news articles and illustrations derived from popular printed materials. Profiles cover a wide range of ethnic groups and
span the entire country, providing a thorough examination of all types of Americans in that particular group. From a wealth
of government surveys, social worker histories, economic data, family diaries and letters, newspaper and magazine
features, these unique volumes assemble a remarkably personal and realistic look at the lives of Americans. For easy
reference, Volumes II through VIII contain an in-depth Subject Index to make sure that the reader can locate specific
information quickly and easily. The Working Americans series has become an important reference for public libraries,
academic libraries and high school libraries. These volumes will enrich the reader's understanding of American history,
through the eyes of its people, and will be a welcome addition to all types of reference collections.
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TheStreet.com Ratings' Guide to Health Insurers, Fall 2007
Explores the people, crimes, investigations, and court cases behind 200 years of American political scandals.

TheStreet.com Ratings' Guide to Banks and Thrifts
Each volume in the widely-successful Working Americans series focuses on a particular type of American and illustrates
what life was like for that group from the 1800s to the present time. The volumes are arranged into decade-long chapters,
each introduci

Food & Beverage Market Place
TheStreet.com Safety Ratings are the most reliable source for evaluating an insurer's financial solvency risk. Consequently,
policy-holders have come to rely on TheStreet.com's flagship publication, TheStreet.com Ratings Guide to Life & Annuity
Insurers, to help them identify the safest companies to do business with. Each easy-to-use edition delivers TheStreet. com's
independent ratings and analyses on more than 1,100 insurers, updated every quarter. Plus, your patrons will find a
complete list of TheStreet.com Recommended Companies, including contact information, and the reasoning behind any
rating upgrades or downgrades. This guide is perfect for those who are considering the purchase of a life insurance policy,
placing money in an annuity, or advising clients about insurance and annuities. A life or health insurance policy or annuity is
only as secure as the insurance company issuing it. Therefore, make sure your patrons have what they need to periodically
monitor the financial condition of the companies with whom they have an investment. The TheStreet.com Ratings product
line is designed to help them in their evaluations.

Sports Market Place Directory
This important statistical handbook compiles, all in one place, comparative statistics on all U.S. cities and towns with a
10,000+ population. It represents thousands of hours sifting through enormous 2010 U.S. Census Bureau files for specific
combinations of data that define who we are as Americans. U
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